Black Students Charge Racists Acts

By Bruce Spilfunk

FROM the University of Idaho, comes a spirited defense of a dormitory, the Black students, and their charges against a recently disclosed hiring of a new white administrator, who was charged with perpetuating segregation and discrimination in the institution. The charges were made by several black students, who claim that the new administrator, who is also a member of the faculty, is responsible for the segregation of the students, as well as for the continued existence of segregation in the curriculum, faculty, administration, and other areas. The students also charge that the new administrator is responsible for the discrimination against black students, as well as for the discrimination against other minority groups.
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Parents Weekend
Three Days of Entertainment
By Ron Schleider
Argonaut Feature Writer
A feast of activities and entertainment are on tap for this year's parents weekend. Highlighting the three days of activities at the University of Idaho will be the weekend's highest performance of the McNichols, perhaps best known for their version of the "Tonight Show," will bring in the usual top-notch collection of the city's best talents.

At the University of Idaho, the McNichols have been playing the students for over 20 years. In 1964 the band was known as the "Tonight Show," but it is now known as the "The Tonight Show." The show is a special weekly event, but it is regularly performed in the shoot.

Appearing with McNichols Saturday night will be the Alton senior, the "Tonight Show," as a special edition of the McNichols show. The show has been released by RCA and is a release show, "Tonight Show." The show is a special weekly event, but it is regularly performed in the shoot.

Parents Weekend will oficially open the season of the McNichols show and the new Performing Arts Center opening weekend. The two buildings will be open to the general public, and the McNichols will be performing at 8 p.m. in the SUB Ballroom Saturday evening. The McNichols should provide good entertainment for Parents Weekend.

Max Past, former McNichols director, will speak at 8 p.m. tonight in the SUB Ballroom. The event, "The McNichols," will be shown tonight and at 7 p.m. on the television. The show is a special weekly event, but it is regularly performed in the shoot.

The McNichols are the show's second group to be rearranged for Parents Weekend. The two buildings will be open to the general public, and the McNichols will be performing at 8 p.m. in the SUB Ballroom Saturday evening. The McNichols should provide good entertainment for Parents Weekend.

Today
7:00 P.M. — SUB Film "The Revenge" — SUB
8:00 P.M. — Coffee House — SUB
8:30 P.M. — Register's Palace — SUB

Saturday
8:00 P.M. — Parents Association Symposium — SUB
9:00 P.M. — Performing Arts Center Dedication — SUB
10:30 P.M. — "The Improvised" conference — Home building

Preview '74
Popular '74 is a weeklong event from 10:10 to 11:30 p.m. without interruption between the PM FR. 85.3.

DATE
Saturday, April 14
Sunday, April 15
Monday, April 16
Albert, who headed the modest in the 30th Century for years, is the one who is best known for his brotherly and successful performances at the 1968 Festival. Past has been joined in his recent television appearances with other famous television shows.
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Parents Weekend will official
When They Say They'll Let Us Know

After searching for minority spokesmen last week with no success, Idaho Rep. Fred Hannaford, D-Weiser, said Monday that "if they want us on something, they'll let us know.

On Wednesday, the Blitaro the entire campus know. They did try to let us know, by distributing a list of their complaints on the main sidewalk near the library and then taking over the student radio station and educational television to grab publicity, they announced their dissatisfaction with "strong acts of racism" at the University of Idaho.

The U of I Blacks undoubtedly have a worthwhile message but their delivery is unorthodox: their grim-faceted tactics are right out of the sixties. Using force in the interest of the public nature of radio and television, they would be allowed to broadcast anyway. The denunciations put down on paper are not as expressive of grievances but only choppied-up threats. The more usual "Commentator" of the top of the page contains no message from University of Idaho Black students, just an expression of this kind of dormant and out of reach.

The BSU simply went too far, too fast. There is no use in non-violence in taking a message to the campus when a mere request could gain access. It is an illegal act that should be considered only as one more protest of student demands that have been ignored. But, unfortunately, the Black students blew it all in one morning. There was no move to contribute to student-government statement or even when the Argonaut attempted to feature the message, the students were unwilling to come forward and discuss issues with the student media.

They did get a lot more listener if they wouldn't go slower. So in all, this act of extreme demands from their rights is not going to be a success in terms of representation, tastier food, and easier living arrangements. It is another example of the lack of these benefits could be considered "BOLD ACTS OF GENOCIDE."
A Lag Between Recognition and Solution

Dobler: The Best Students Ever

If there is any correlation between the work demanded on students and the ratings they give, it is that harder you work, the higher you rate. This is reflected in the fact that the best students always rate a teacher as "good" if they have had a hard year. Perhaps there is some relationship between the grading curve and the ratings the students give. However, the majority of college students are also very busy juggling between work and other activities such as extracurricular activities, family, and social life. Thus, it is possible that the students who have been rated as "good" are those who have been most involved in their studies. This may explain why they have received higher ratings, even if the quality of the instruction was not necessarily higher. The students who have received lower ratings may have been less involved in their studies or have had more free time to devote to other activities, which may have affected their ability to rate the instructor accurately. Overall, it is difficult to draw firm conclusions from the data presented in the article, and further research is needed to fully understand the relationship between student ratings and instructor performance. However, it seems clear that the quality of the instruction plays a significant role in determining student ratings.
If Reser Has His Way... Snyder Will Be Next to Go

By Roy Bendaue

Argus Sports Writer

Dick Snyder could be in for a little trouble. A 58-year-old man who has never had a car, Snyder, the pro in charge of the ASU golf courses for 32 years, has been cited for running a check on ex-asistant Bill Reser for payroll management of the course, resulting in a $20,000 loss for the fiscal year 1972-73.

Reser's main objection to Snyder is that the money is being taken for the job he is performing, plus the method in which he is paid. "There don't seem to be any rules," says Reser. "I simply pay for it in the way that I can make the golf course pay for it at the same time.

Reser is part of the newly created Department of Golf Course Management, which supervises any operation undertaken by the course. Chairman Rick Smith reported in an interview that Snyder is in a temporary position to Reser, which he said was decided by the committee voted to discontinue. "We felt the committee recently recommended approval of Dick Snyder's new contract, which calls for a change in his salary due to inflationary increases," said Smith. "Bill Reser was the only reporting manager to have been approved for his contract which must be renewed each year by the ASU Board. Other committee members who voted for approval include George Gossen, Bill Reiss, Jack Chestnut, and Mike Krieg.

Snyder hoped to see the job and the manager of the golf course since 1968, when he installed it, and was retained from nine to eighteen holes. This is a very unusual provision, where normally most do not manage golf courses, but continue their activities by operating the pro shop at the course. Snyder's new arrangement is a steady goal that seems keeping the course in proper playing condition, usually the responsibility of a different person.

Snyder was given over-all control of the two-year plan and was told that the ASU would be in charge of all business connections and the administration of the course.

Snyder also hoped to see his golf self-support one year earlier and save the ASU about $7,500. Last year, even though we fell $1,000 in the loss, "I still paid all of the costs of the course and kept the money for the ASU."

The ASU hopes to see the job and the manager of the golf course since 1968, when he installed it, and was retained from nine to eighteen holes. This is a very unusual provision, where normally most do not manage golf courses, but continue their activities by operating the pro shop at the course. Snyder's new arrangement is a steady goal that seems keeping the course in proper playing condition, usually the responsibility of a different person.

VANDALS BREAK EVEN ON ROAD: Battle Gonzaga this Weekend

The Vandal football team will play its third game of the season Saturday when it hosts Idaho State at the Famous Vandal Field.

The Vandal offense is led by senior center Randy Williams, who scored the game's first touchdown in the second period of play. "It's nice to have Snyder in the game," said Williams, who is a member of the ASU golf course management staff.

The Vandal defense will be led by junior linebacker Steve Kline, who has recorded 10 sacks and 17 tackles for a loss.

The Vandal offense will be led by senior quarterback Jim Splittg, who has completed 90 of 160 passes for 1,500 yards and 12 touchdowns.
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Crull: The Strongest Man on Campus

By Don Shleton
Athletic Sports Editor

Mark Crull graduated from North Central High School in 1973 where he was a three-sport athlete. He was a star football player, basketball player, and wrestler. After high school, he attended Idaho State University, where he played football and wrestled. In his senior year, he was named First Team All-American. Crull was also named the conference's Most Valuable Player.

Crull began his collegiate athletics at nearby Idaho Falls Community College under future Vandal coach Mike Keller. He then transferred to Idaho State, where he continued to excel in both sports. In his senior year, he was named the conference's Most Valuable Player and was a First Team All-American.

Crull's strength was legendary. He was known for his ability to lift heavy weights and his impressive endurance. He set several records at both Idaho Falls and Idaho State. Crull's success helped to establish Idaho State as a program on the rise.

In 1974, Crull graduated from Idaho State and went on to a successful career in professional sports. He was a successful athlete and a respected member of the Idaho State community. Crull's legacy lives on through his accomplishments and the many future athletes who were inspired by his strength and determination.

Spring Football Shows Promising Fall Season

The Vandal offense, under the guidance of new coach Mike Herrold, is showing signs of promise for the upcoming season. Herrold, who was previously the offensive coordinator at Boise State, has brought a new system to the Idaho State offense.

The Vandal defense, led by new coordinator Mike Crull, is also showing promise. Crull, who was named the conference's Most Valuable Player in his senior year, has a deep line and a strong secondary.

Crull is looking forward to the upcoming season. "I'm excited about the opportunity to coach at Idaho State," Crull said. "The players are working hard and I'm confident we'll be competitive in the conference."
Presidential Primary Favorited

The people have never been wrong" stated Bill Cronkright Tuesday night at the Palladium Forum after securing the presidential nomination. The attitude characteristic of the attitude of the late W. A. Crapo, owner of the Coeur d'Alene Hilltop, who predicted the behavior of Idahoans and the course of events.

Harry Sewell, one-time Idahoan, Independent candidate for governor outlined the meeting with "An Independent View of the President's Career." The Independent candidate's view of the presidential primary could make the early process more interesting to the people in the secret meeting that is the national convention.

"There is a real return of the party system," he said, "and an upswing toward a substantial degree of political activity and that political action is what we have been talking about." A real return of the party system, or the return of the party system, or a return of the party system is a return to the old days when we had a substantial degree of political activity and that political activity is what we have been talking about."

Nader Featured

Ralph Nader, consumer advocate, will be the leader speaker in a three-day symposium April 21-23, 1974, on the ASUI campus.

The Current Issues Symposium Subcommittee of the Academic Senate at the University of Idaho will sponsor the symposium April 21-23, 1974, on the ASUI campus.

"The theme of the symposium is "The Limits of Bureaucracy. Living an Eclectic Life," and will deal with all aspects of bureaucracy in a future where bureaucracy and critics are likely to become a way of life.

"The theme of the symposium is "The Limits of Bureaucracy. Living an Eclectic Life," and will deal with all aspects of bureaucracy in a future where bureaucracy and critics are likely to become a way of life."

Peck's Shoe Clinic & Sheep Shop

Bend Miller Boots
"The Bootmaker's Boot" Sale on Cods—$10 to $50 off

Double S Western Boots
Expo Horse Supply
Syring Leather Crobs

PANCAKE FEED

By NICKY CLARK

Smorgasbord

FRIDAY SPECIAL

"The Best Food in Town!"

RESERVATIONS CAN BE MADE

Saturdays on Luncheon Buffet

892-4259

THURSDAY, FRIDAYS, SATURDAYS

TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, SATURDAY

SMORRASBORD

WEDNESDAY, FRIDAYS, SATURDAYS

"A Great Place to Eat"

Reservations are necessary.

Catering Services

It's being carried at the Administrative Office Building in any

All students going on an exchange next year or who have been on an exchange this year are invited to a farewell party Wednesday, 8 to 10 in the Student Union Bar. Invitations will be given to the Ed McAdoo/Megan McDougan concert this weekend. Parties will include the Red Sea and the Canyon and the Manhattan and the McDoanld restaurants.

The: students who won't be back to Eastern State Hospital for the psychology disorder. The buses leave at 8 a.m. and return between 4 and 5 p.m. Students will be on the SSB buses back and forth to the hospital.

Students who have Board interviews will be at 7 p.m. in the SSB. At least four positions are open.

Surely there will be a barbecue and Bike ride on the Elllis from 6 a.m. to 4 p.m. The purpose is to relax money for additional activities.

Surely there will be a day of regional conference of Northerners. Saturday there will be a day of regional conference of Northerners. It is in Pullman at the K-Houses from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.